
Your chance to comment on the carbon tax
The BC government wants your views on the future
of the carbon tax and how to improve it. This
August, you can influence the future of this crucial
policy. 

Since 2008, the carbon tax has been
encouraging industries and households that
generate carbon emissions to pollute less. And it
works; BC’s climate policies are driving down
emissions while keeping the economy healthy. 

The Better Future Fund (a partnership between
the David Suzuki Foundation, Clean Energy
Canada at Tides Canada, the Pembina Institute,
and the BC Sustainable Energy Association) is
collecting public comments on the carbon tax and
ideas on how communities could benefit from a
‘green fund,’ and will be  sending them to BC’s

Finance Minister. 
They are also encouraging the government to

start taxing all industries equally. Currently, no
companies get taxed for so-called ‘fugitive and
process emissions.’ Taxing the responsible
industries would generate another $125 million per
year, which could go toward sustainable solutions
like transit, renewable energy, and green jobs. 

‘The idea is to improve the BC carbon tax by
fairly and responsibly generating extra revenues to
invest in solutions to reduce harmful greenhouse
gas emissions, making our communities healthier
and better places to live,’ said Ian Bruce, climate
change specialist at the David Suzuki Foundation.

The BC government is accepting comments
until August 31. See www.betterfuturefund.ca. !
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Early August, the Southern Resident Killer Whales returned to the Strait of Georgia, with a day-old calf. Miles Ritter reports that the whales were very active, with lots
of porpoising, breaching, and fluking—‘a tremendous display of energy.’  Here, 40-year-old J16 makes rainbows off Saturna Island’s East Point Park. Story, page 7. 
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Sadly, there will be no ‘apple heaven’ on
Salt Spring Island this fall. Farmer and
Apple Festival organizer Harry Burton
says the 14th Salt Spring Island Apple
Festival is cancelled due to poor crops. 

This is the first year, since its inception,
that the Apple Festival has been cancelled.
‘It was a hard decision,’ Harry told Island
Tides. ‘But in order to maintain the
integrity, the quality, and the sustainability
of the event, it was necessary,’ he
explained. ‘We want happy customers.’

Last year’s festival showcased 302
varieties to 1,500 attendees. This year’s
cold, wet spring meant poor pollination,
and that was followed by a tent caterpillar
infestation that stripped the leaves off
most apple trees in May and June. 

Although some farms have a decent
crop, Harry says there are not enough
varieties available in quantity for the
festival, which is usually dubbed ‘Apple
Heaven on Earth’. 

When asked about the connection
between nature and livelihood in relation
to climate change, Harry responded,
‘Whether you argue about global warming
or not, what’s happened lately is extremes
in weather. We didn’t really get any heat
until July 1 this year, which is pretty crazy.’ 

Some varieties seem to do better
though, said Harry. Heritage apples, such
as the Gravenstein, created in the 1600s,
and older apple trees with established root
systems seem to be more resilient,

although Harry found that a new variety,
the Florina, has done better this year than
other new breeds. 

Although Harry’s Apple Luscious
Orchard, and others on Salt Spring Island,
still have apples for sale, the variety and
quantity is not as bountiful as in past years. 

Salt spring may not be apple-rich right
now, but past Apple Festivals are still
helping people, thanks to the festival’s
philosophy of spreading its fundraising
efforts, both on-Island and in developing
countries. ‘One of the ways we let apples
help people is we sponsor things, such as
art,’ said Harry. 

A new 18x24-inch poster of Salt Spring
apples is fresh off the press, and now
available for $20. Adrienne Aikins, a
Victoria-based artist with experience in
museum art work, created the poster,
which features 60 apple varieties selected
by Salt Spring growers and apple
connoisseurs. Adrienne painted actual
samples of each apple, making it both
beautiful and authentic. 

‘We gave her a cash advance last year
to start the process,’ explained Harry.
‘Apple Festival pays for the printing, and
will recover the cost of printing from the
sale of posters. After that, all money from
sales will go directly to Adrienne.’ Harry
calls the whole process ‘Apple Ripples’.

For more, also check out over 1,000
photos from the 2011 Apple Festival:
www.saltspringapplefestival.org. !

Apple festival cancelled ~ Sara Miles

Contract awarded for Salt Spring pathways
On August 8, the Capital Regional District (CRD)
Board awarded a contract for approximately $1.2
million to Bowerman Excavating Limited for the
construction of bike lanes and walkways on Lower
Ganges Road on Salt Spring Island. This work is
part of Phase 1 of the North Ganges Transportation
Plan (NGTP), which will develop bike lanes, an off-
road pathway and road safety improvements.

‘This exciting initiative has been a number of
years in the making,’ said CRD Area Director
Wayne McIntyre. ‘The project will deliver social,
environmental and economic benefits to our
community, improving safety for walkers, bikers
and drivers alike. Community support and
involvement has been instrumental in driving this
project.’ 

‘Safer conditions for pedestrians and cyclists are

the key motivating factors behind the plan,’ said
Donald McLennan, chair of the SSI Transportation
Commission. ‘The BC Ministry of Transportation
and Infrastructure joining the NGTP team makes
for a terrific three-way partnership with Salt Spring
taxpayers and the CRD.’

Funding for the construction portion of the
project is made possible by the partnership
including a $254,000 contribution from the Salt
Spring taxpayer and drawn from the capital
reserves of the Salt Spring Island Transportation
Commission, and a contribution of $450,000 from
the BC Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure, with the remaining funding
provided through Community Works Funds.
Construction on the Ganges pathways is expected
to begin in September. !
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Authorized Representative: 
BWD Engineering Inc.
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brent.dennis@bwdeng.ca
Web: www.bwdeng.ca 
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 Lower overall cost
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SOMETHING TO SMILE ABOUT–GALIANO LIBRARY VOLUNTEERS! BACK ROW: Arnie Bell, Dave Ages, Tom Bennett, Jackie Bowers, Mary
Greenwood, Chris Bayliss, Chris Gaylor, Kendall Kyle, Canute Lilholt; MIDDLE ROW: Judy Garland, Maria Hulme, Holly Ziwicki, Mike Hoebel, Pam
Freir, Liz Harmer, Virginia Monk, Cheryl Bastedo; FRONT ROW: Pauline Maitland, Sheila Borman, Irene Trueman, Eileen Beaudine, Margaret Howell,
Pearl Roberts, Willow Jewell; COULDN'T MAKE IT: Allan Forget, Audrey Thomas, Christina Stechishin, Coral Fisher, Susan Stone, Isabelle Kerr, Ivar
Kimm, John Coulthard, Jordan Hartman, Yvonne Coletta, Bob Harmer, Marek Czuma.

Galiano Library construction contract awarded
On August 8, the Capital Regional District (CRD) Board

approved a construction contract for $814,128 to
Vancouver Island’s Lake Construction Ltd  for the new

Galiano Library and Community Building. In addition to
extensive experience with residential and commercial projects,
Lake has constructed community facilities for the Penelakut
Band and the Cowichan School District.

The project is the result of a three-way partnership between
the CRD, who will pay for and own the building, Gulf Island
School District #64, which has provided the land, and the
Galiano Library Society that, as a CRD service, will operate the
library on a volunteer basis.

‘I am delighted to see this project move forward,’ said
Southern Gulf Islands Director Dave Howe. ‘We know that
community amenities like libraries help to attract residents to
the islands, especially families with children.’

The new 2600-square-foot library will replace the current
storefront location and accommodate hundreds of books now

in storage. Designed as a multi-use community space, the
library will feature a dedicated children’s area, gallery wall for
art displays, public access Skype room, high speed wireless work
stations and a meeting room for use by community groups. 

A list of Galiano subcontractors interested in working on the
project has been developed and there will be opportunities for
community involvement. A crew of volunteers has already
debarked logs from the site for use as non-structural posts in
the new building, and will be bucking firewood to be auctioned
for fundraising. 

The building will be funded by: $150,000 raised by the
Galiano Library Society, a Towns for Tomorrow grant of
$400,000 that the CRD has obtained from the Province, and,
as a result of the successful referendum in November 2011, the
balance of funds required will be borrowed by the CRD.

Major construction is expected to be completed by March
2013, with a grand opening in May next year. !

On a hot Friday evening, a packed audience at the Native
Sons Hall in Courtenay listened spellbound and
sometimes close to tears to marine toxicologist Dr Riki

Ott. In an event sponsored by World Community, Ott was
describing the longterm impacts to fish, mammals, and humans
from the Exxon Valdez, Deepwater Gulf, and Kalamazoo River
oil spills. 

Ott, who became a commercial fisher in Cordova Alaska,
following her scientific training, was in a unique position when
Prince William Sound was hit by the Exxon Valdez oil spill 23
years ago. She described how the response to the spill was
nothing like what had been promised by the oil companies
before the port at Valdez was opened. 

She talked about how any spill response actually collects, at
the most, 15% of the spilled oil, which continues to cycle through
the ecosystem with every tide. ‘They said [the Exxon Valdez

spill] was cleaned up,’ she said, ‘but two years later the pink
salmon run failed, and four years later the herring disappeared.
The herring fishery is now closed indefinitely.’ Herring eggs fail
when exposed to oil at one part per trillion.

The most poignant—and pungent—witness to the
impossibility of ‘clean-up’ were two small jars Ott circulated
through the hall. They were filled with sand and beach stones
from a beach that had been considered ‘cleaned up’ for two
decades. The jars stank of oil, and the woman next to me, who
touched the stones, scrambled for a tissue to clean her fingers.
‘We can respond to an oil spill,’ declared Dr Ott, ‘We can never
clean it up.’

Worst of all, Ott said, was the impact on the community,
which was in chaos, as debt and despair ate at family and social
life. The small fishing community of Cordova had to pull

Riki Ott tells it like it is: there is no oil ‘clean up’ ~ Delores Broten

OTT TALK, please turn to page 8

Conscientious, caring, non-partisan constituency office service

Gulf Islands public meetings for you!
Hosted by your MP Elizabeth May

Galiano Island – Tuesday, September 4
Meet Your MP • 1–4 pm Lions Hall, 930 Burrill Road
Town Hall • 5:30–7 pm Lions Hall, 930 Burrill Road
Saturna Island – Friday, September 7
Meet Your MP  • 11 am–5 pm Saturna Café 
Town Hall •  6–7:30 pm Community Hall
Pender Island – Monday, September 10
Meet Your MP  • 2–6 pm Community Hall
Town Hall • 7–8:30 pm Community Hall
Mayne Island – Tuesday, September 11
Meet Your MP • 12–5 pm Community Centre 
Town Hall • 7–8:30 pm Community Centre
Salt Spring Island – Saturday, September 15
Town Hall • 7–8:30 pm Gulf Islands Secondary School
Elizabeth May, Member of Parliament, Saanich–Gulf Islands
9711 Fourth St. Sidney BC V8L 2Y8  |  1-800-667-9188  |  elizabethmaymp.ca
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Bicycling Survey
The Moving Around Pender Alternative Transportation Society (MAP)  is conducting
a survey of cyclists who visit the Penders. The project is being jointly funded by MAP,
Nu To Yu and the CRD. The results are intended to help local, regional and provincial
authorities increase cycling participation and  safety on the Penders.

IF YOU COMPLETE THE SURVEY YOU WILL BE  ELIGIBLE FOR A PRIZE

BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…
We’ll take anything with a

deposit for a full refund.

Open daily 9am to 6pm
Sunday 9:30am to 5pm

250.539.2936
SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND

The idea of a shell game is simple enough. Three small
shells or cups glide around a surface, hiding one small
object. Wikipedia notes that this game is an elaborate, if

simple, confidence trick, designed to perpetrate a fraud.
Prime Minister Harper’s latest moves in the Enbridge project

debate have been a lot like that shell game. He has whizzed the
cups around the table. In the blur of moves, some may believe
he has changed his position. 

Analyzing the moves in sequence helps focus on the most
likely of explanations. This latest ‘wait for the science’ gambit is
all about defusing the pipeline issue before and during the
spring BC provincial election.

Things have been shaken up on this issue by two key events.
The first, on July 10, was the release of the findings of the US
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Accident Report
on the Kalamazoo, Michigan Enbridge pipeline spill. The
second was Premier Christy Clark’s announcement, a
toughening stand unveiled from July 16-21, that she could not
be counted on to support the project, unless Alberta and the
federal government agreed to concessions. And in this blur of
news, Stephen Harper seemed to have a change of heart,
claiming that he had always said the decision would rest on the
findings of the Joint Review Panel.

Of course, if Stephen Harper was thinking about the
evidence, the logical time to have spoken up about pipeline
safety was immediately following the July 10 condemnation of
Enbridge by US officials. Is there any evidence that the 150-page
NTSB report lambasting Enbridge for incompetence and
negligence had any impact on the Prime MInister? 

The PMO messaging machine did ensure a strong statement
was made in response to the accident report. On July 19,
Environment Minister Peter Kent leapt to the defence of
Enbridge. In a Globe & Mail story headlined ‘Ottawa maintains

support for Enbridge and Northern Gateway,’ Kent said,
‘Pipelines are still, by far, the safest way to transport
petrochemicals in any form.’ According to the news report, Peter
Kent also said he had not read the NTSB report. His defence of
Enbridge: ‘It is an older pipeline; it is a different set of
geographic and technological realities from some of the new
major projects being proposed,’ he said.

Pity poor Peter Kent; told by the Boss to peddle
an impossible sales pitch. Is the proposed
Northern Gateway pipeline to remain
perpetually new? A never-get-old pipeline?
Just the next week, July 27, Enbridge had a
new leak in a relatively new, 1998 vintage,
pipeline in Wisconsin.

In the time between Peter Kent’s defence
of Enbridge’s 2010 Michigan spill and the new
one in Wisconsin, Christy Clark made her first
public criticism of Enbridge.

On August 1, on CKNW and the Bill Good Show,
Heritage Minister James Moore became the first member of
the Harper cabinet to criticize Enbridge. Moore chose to criticize
Enbridge while praising Kinder Morgan’s pipeline expansion
plans.

Chronologically, the next development was within days.
Clearly, prior to Moore’s August 1 radio comments, the wheels
were in motion for the letter from Peter Kent and the head of
the NEB to the Joint Review Panel. The letter, dispatched on
Friday August 3, told the JRP that their report would be due on
December 31, 2013. Frankly, up to that point, all indications
pointed to forcing the completion of the review far sooner than
December 2013. 

On Tuesday, August 7, (the first business day following the
Kent deadline letter), Stephen Harper met with Christy Clark

and then recast the issue, claiming he was going to allow science
to decide whether the pipeline would be approved:

‘And as I’ve said repeatedly, the government does not pick
and choose particular projects. The government obviously
wants to see British Columbia’s export trade continue to grow
and diversify; that’s important. But projects have to be evaluated

on their own merits.’ (emphasis added)
The reality is that the Prime Minister had never
said anything remotely like this before. With

specific reference to Enbridge, he has
‘repeatedly’ used the term ‘national interest’
to describe the importance of the project.
Speaking in China in February, Harper
made his clearest commitments to
ensuring the Northern Gateway project is

built. In a Reuters story, ‘Canada PM vows to
ensure key oil pipeline is built,’ Harper said

‘our government is committed to ensuring that
Canada has the infrastructure necessary to move our

energy resources to those diversified markets.’
Is he really backing away from unequivocal support? 
Rather than a change in his position, the new con game is

about trying to reduce the opposition to the pipeline during the
BC General Election. That’s why the deadline is now December
2013. My bet is that trying to reduce the ‘with us or against us’
rhetoric was the main topic of conversation when Clark and
Harper met. The more people believe it is only a hypothetical
threat, the more the BC election may not require BC political
leaders to harden their opposition to federal railroading of a
risky super tanker and pipeline scheme.

In this con game, my money is still on the reality that
Stephen Harper is more determined to export bitumen to China
than to any other policy objective. !
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I am beginning to think that both the Northern Gateway and
Trans Mountain double pipelines are unnecessary.

Both are intended to make it possible to export unprocessed
tar sands bitumen from Canada’s west coast to international
markets (Asia and California), where crude oil prices are much
higher than they are in the central US.

The price difference for crude oil between international
markets (based on ‘Brent’ prices) and central US markets (based
on ‘West Texas Intermediate’ prices) has for years been $15 per
barrel or more, or say 10-20%. And, because the diluted
bitumen requires ‘upgrading’ before it’s really equivalent to
crude oil, a further reduction is applied in its WTI price, say
another 15%.

So, Alberta tar sands bitumen producers, limited to central
North American markets, net up to 30% less per barrel than
they would like. And they would also like to obtain the higher
price (‘netback’) for all the bitumen they sell in North America.
And they would also like to double or triple their bitumen
production (based on potential tar sands reserves) as soon as
possible, just in case markets collapse, or someone discovers a
cheaper source of oil.

That’s what’s behind the push to ‘diversify Canada’s energy
export markets’. And that’s what’s behind the push to pipe oil
over the Rockies.

There are, in fact, hardly any oil pipelines over (or through)
the Rockies to the west coast. There’s the 60-year-old Trans
Mountain, which runs from Edmonton to Burnaby. There are
a couple of small pipelines close to the Mexican border, where
the mountains aren’t so high. That’s it. 

Pumping crude oil all the way up-and-over (plus the
congealing cold in winter) takes a lot of pressure and a lot of
energy. That’s why more lines along that route do not exist.

And so the US west coast crude oil market has always had to
import oil at Brent prices. Similarly, for reasons of distance, the
US and Canadian east coast crude oil markets, and the US Gulf
of Mexico coast, all import oil at Brent prices.

Canada, in fact, imports foreign oil as far inland as Sarnia.

A Canadian National Strategy
To access international markets, tar sands producers propose
pipelines to the west coast, and tankers from there, as the most
obvious, and simplest, solution. This would make tar sands
bitumen available throughout the Pacific and Asia.

Dilbit spills, however, would be inevitable, on both land and
BC’s rugged and stormy coast. The environmental damage
would be incalculable; dilbit doesn’t clean up.

This strategy would see Canada exporting bitumen from the
west coast, and continuing to import crude oil through the east
coast. The Prime Minister says it is in Canada’s ‘national
interest’, and appears ready to force it upon the provinces. 

An alternative has already been recognized by the pipeline
companies. It would see Alberta bitumen pumped eastward
through existing pipelines, displacing imported crude. It would
necessitate development of additional upgrading facilities,
either in Alberta or in eastern Canada, to convert the dilbit into

synthetic crude for refining in Canada. The higher price, though,
could finance the capital cost, and support the resultant
Canadian employment.

TransCanada Pipelines anticipates converting its
underutilized natural gas pipeline across Canada to transport
oil; Enbridge has started reversing its Montreal-Sarnia crude
oil line. The capital cost saving (compared to building new
pipelines through BC) would be significant, and the
environmental costs and hazards, particularly in BC, drastically
reduced.

The synthetic crude would displace foreign crude oil
currently imported through the east coast. It could be marketed
in eastern Canada at the same Brent price as imported crude is
now. Canada would become self-sufficient in crude oil supplies,
and save the Brent cost of imported crude.

Neither the Northern Gateway nor the doubling of the Trans
Mountain pipeline would be necessary. No tankers would need
to visit Canada’s west coast. Domestic oil prices would be
stabilized across Canada at international levels, which was one
of the oil companies’s original objectives.

Alternative Routes To Export Dilbit
In the US, additional pipeline capacity under construction by
Enbridge south of Cushing, Oklahoma could facilitate access for
Canadian tar sands dilbit to the Gulf of Mexico coast, its
refineries, and international destinations. Enbridge could also
reverse the flow of its pipeline which presently carries imported
crude from a deep-sea terminal at Portland, Maine to Montreal,
making it possible to export dilbit to international destinations
through Portland. This would provide access to further potential
markets for increased tar sands exports.

There is, of course, no Canadian national strategy at the
moment, and the Prime Minister appears most reluctant to
assume the leadership that the situation demands. In fact, his
approach defines the current government clearly as preferring
oil and pipeline company profits over critical environmental
values.

Given the environmental risks of these pipelines and the
resultant west coast tanker routes, this is the economics of
extreme ignorance. !

The Shell Game – Elizabeth May, MP

‘…the new con
game is about trying to

reduce the opposition to
the pipeline during the
BC General Election.’

Outside The Box - Opinion, mostly, by Patrick Brown

FOR ADVANCE ORDERS CONTACT:
250-537-2457 • fish@saltspring.com • www.thefishery.ca

SATURDAYS Aboard the Crab Dancer
9-11:30am: Sturdies Bay, Galiano Island

12-3pm: Miners Bay, Mayne Island
TUESDAY-SATURDAY Downtown Ganges

10am-5pm: 151 Lower Ganges Rd, Salt Spring Island

The Fishery Fine Seafoods
BC’s Best Gourmet Canned Seafood • Live Crab & Shellfish

Fresh & Frozen Fish • Mussels, Prawns, Clams, Oysters

!Did you appreciate this article? Help us afford the news! 
Mail or phone in your contribution today. 250-629-3660
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IS YOUR
WELL WATER

SAFE TO DRINK?
Contamination can occur

without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net

2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

250-656-1334

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

from the ground up!
Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands
Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

Victoria 
(250) 412-1110 

Burnaby 
(604) 630-1114 

Courtenay 
(250) 339-6914 

www.watertiger.net 

Your Total 
Water Solution 

Gulf Islands Water Treatment 

Bacteria, Arsenic, Turbidity, Tannins-TOC, Hardness, much more! 
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~ Rainwater Harvesting
~ Water treatment for wells,

surface supplies & seawater
~ Filtration & Disinfection
~ Slow sand filtration
~ Small systems Health

Authority approvals

Photo: 

No Pipelines On Bumpers 
Dear Editor:
Our Salish Sea is under attack from the oil industry/business
profiteers. We cannot rely on our governments to protect our
lands and water.

In an effort to do our part to try and stop the pipelines
(Kitimat-Enbridge & Vancouver-Kinder Morgan) as well as to
encourage others to be involved, Galiano’s Preserve and Protect
Our Salish Sea is printing a pair of bumper stickers: one ‘No
Pipelines’ and one ‘No Tankers’ (one for each side of your car
bumper.) 

We realize the hypocrisy in our efforts, but we must try.
Buttons for backpacks will be available soon too. Our goal is to
see these $5 bumper stickers on all vehicles that travel the
coastal area. Please help us in this resistance by ordering
bumper stickers for family and friends. Call 250.539.5844.

Carolyn Jerome, Galiano Island
Short Term Vacation Rentals

The following letter was sent to the Galiano Island Local Trust
Committee on August 6:
Dear Trustees:
I am writing to register my disappointment with regard to your
instruction to the Bylaw Enforcement Officer not to issue tickets
for illegal commercial rentals on residential property.

The fine of $175 for each month is only one night’s rental on
most STVRs and would serve
as a reminder that they are
not legal. Annually, these
fines would add up to only
$2,100 which is far less than
the additional taxes paid by
the legal commercial
enterprises from which they
are appropriating business.

Short term rentals are
encouraged in resorts such
as Whistler where tourism is
its raison d’être and zoning is
appropriate. STVRs on
Galiano are operating in
Rural Residential zones.

Many people are afraid to
speak out against neighbours
who break the law and
disregard their right to peace
and quiet in their own
homes. I feel strongly that the community should be given the
opportunity to decide by referendum whether we want Galiano
to become a resort rather than have it imposed on us by non-
resident property owners and a few residents who think their
quantity of money is more important than their neighbours’
quality of life. It is only by secret ballot that people can make
their voices heard without fear of reprisal.

If there is a way to impose a moratorium on any new STVRs
until the community is properly consulted I urge you to do so.

Cheryl Bastedo, Galiano Island
Safe Nuclear Will Exist

Dear Editor:
Reina Lebaron’s recent article, ‘Safe Nuclear Already Exists’
[Island Tides, August 9, 2012], sprang hope for news of some
encouraging development. Instead it was just another attack on
an old technology which has long seen its day, added with a
huge dose of hopefulness that someday our Planet would be
powered mainly by solar energy. The author points out the
depletion of the earths’ natural energy sources such as oil,
natural gas, coal and lists uranium exhaustion to come first in
60 years. However, the most abundant natural energy source
on the Planet was not even mentioned. Sometime after the birth
of the universe, about 10.1 billion years later, the Earth was born. 

The Creator gave us many sources of potential nuclear
energy at that time, however today there are only a few nuclear
options left for us, the element uranium U235, and only two
other isotopes that are fissionable and practical for this purpose,
uranium U238 and thorium Th232. As thorium has a half-life
over 14 billion years, there is literally thousands of years of
thorium available for all the planet’s energy needs and if we run
out we have the same concentration (10ppm) on the Moon and
Mars. Aside from thoriums’ longevity of supply, there are many

other compelling advantages that thorium offers in replacing
uranium that cannot be ignored. 

To name a few, the reaction yields a fraction of the waste
(1/1000), having no nasty long-living transuranic to deal with,
a significant reduction in proliferation risks, 250 times more
efficient than our world’s light water reactors, inherently safe
since they cannot melt down, and unable to explode like with
the Fukushima Daiichi reactors (there is no pressure or
hydrogen present).Thorium is literally free; just one average-
sized Rare Earth Mine discards enough thorium to supply all
the Earth’s energy needs for one year.

First off, let’s clarify that we are not talking about substituting
uranium with thorium in the world’s 443 nuclear plants; that
would just yield marginal benefit. What the world is rushing
forward in developing is Liquid Fluoride Thorium Reactors
(LFTR) or generally referred to as Molten Salt Reactors (MSR).
Even some of the leading scientists in Japan are proclaiming
that its not an ‘End to Nuclear’; it’s an ‘End to the Current
Nuclear.’ One of Japan’s leading scientists, Takashi Kamei, is
leading the charge in the development of Liquid Fluoride
Thorium Reactors. 

In the US, we have Kirk Sorensen of Flibe Energy with deep
pockets of support from the USA Deptartment of Defence. 

In England, the Baroness Worthington, House of Lords, is
the leading proponent of LFTR and the founder of the Alvin
Weinberg Institute (the originator of the concept). 

China and USA have just
recently joined forces in the
effort in development of
LFTR with the highest level
of Chinese support possible.
Heading the campaign for
China is Jiang Mianheng,
son of former leader of
China, Jiang Zemin. 

Last but not least is Team
Canada, headed by Dr David
Leblanc, founder of Ottawa
Research Associates, with
collaboration from a number
of Canadian universities, as
well as experts from the
former AECL, Chalk River,
Penumbra Energy and
Oakridge National Lab.
Canada has gone on its own
before, with the development

of the CANDU reactors and will do it again with their own
version of LFTR, the Denatured Molten Salt Reactors, and will
have a huge interest and soon-to-be-announced backing that
will see Canada’s oil sands transition into the greenest oil supply
on the Planet. 

All studies have shown that current nuclear technology
doesn’t fit for the oil sands, mainly because of the low steam
pressure and the facilities being too big. Not so for DMSR
coupled with Steam Assisted Gravity Drainage (SAGD). These
modular units have a small footprint with more than enough
pressure to do the job. It is estimated the oil sands industries
will pay out more than $200 billion in carbon taxes over the
next 35 years, all the while they continue to pollute. The 3 trillion
barrels of oil produced to exhaustion of the oil sands is all
planned to go up in smoke as well. Here’s hoping Team Canada
will be able to develop the molten salt reactors in time to reduce
the world’s needs for our tar sand oil with the replacement of a
low cost, safe and sustainable electric planet.

Charles Konkle, Quadra Island
A Canada We Want

Dear Editor:
Like Patrick Brown, my Canada ‘puts human values first…a
vision far beyond that of an ‘energy superpower’ or a colonial
source of unprocessed raw materials’.

Although I did a BA in Canadian Studies, I never learned
about Louis-Hyppolite Lafontaine and Robert Baldwin laying
the foundations for Canada until recently, with the publication
of John Ralston Saul’s book about them. He explains that we
have always had a tension in Canada between those who were
‘loyal to whatever empire was dominant, provided that this
loyalty brought them power, income and psychic comfort

JAKOBSEN
A S S O C I A T E S

Custom designs for Homes,
Renovations, Interiors,
and Vacation Homes

www.jakobsenassociates.comK eit h Ja ko b se n
6 0 4 . 2 6 1 . 5 6 1 9 jakobsenk@netrover.com

Call with a Visa/MC: 250.629.3660

Want to continue reading Island Tides
after your Island-time ends? 

Purchase a mail subscription.
If you don’t already receive Island Tides in your
mailbox, have it mailed to you for $44.80 a year.

‘The worst illiterate is the political
illiterate. He hears nothing, sees
nothing, takes no part in political life.
He doesn’t seem to know that the
cost of living, the price of beans, of
flour, of rent, of medicines, all
depend on political decisions. He
even prides himself on his political
ignorance, sticks out his chest and
says he hates politics. He doesn’t
know, the imbecile, that from his
political non-participation comes the
prostitute, the abandoned child, the
robber and, worst of all, corrupt
officials, the lackeys of exploitative
multinational corporations.’ 
– Bertold Brecht, 
German playwright (1898-1956)

LETTERS, please turn to next page 
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Gabriola’s Island Futures 2012 Gathering at Montague
Harbour on Galiano was inspiring. We sat and stood
congenially, just behind the beach, in beautiful sun,

looking up Trincomali Channel–a place which has witnessed
gatherings since time immemorial. I felt blessed to be there with
50 wonderful, energetic people from five islands, hearing about
great projects, plans and ideas. The year had circled around
again—at last August’s gathering, at the Pender Community
Hall, I had the same feeling of fulfillment. 

When I founded Island Tides newspaper a quarter of a
century ago, my objective was to connect Islands; I started with
four and now the newspaper connects 15. As Victor Anthony,
skipper of Island Connections boat initiative said, it was a
picture in Island Tides of the Galiano Community Garden
which prompted him to embark on last year’s southward voyage
of discovery. How good can it get?

About 30 years ago, inter-island travel on BC Ferries was
free. I used to hear what a wonderful thing that was culturally.
On the Southern Islands and Salt Spring, people went between
islands several times a week. 

Even when I first lived on the Gulf Islands, we travelled
frequently inter-island, to jam sessions, parties, markets,
concerts, plays or simply to go to dinner with friends. The cross-
fertilization was wonderful.

One of my first projects on the islands was an Outer Islands’
Inter-island ferry schedule. It was great fun and organized by
destination so you could see where you could get to—we
reckoned you knew where you were. New schedules to provide
weekend ‘lift-off’ gradually destroyed those connections. Inter-
island travel was not on BC Ferries’ radar.

Before that, in 1989, I wrote The Gulf Islands Guide to Artists
& Artisans. The connections made evolved into Island Tides,
which continues to connect us in print: to each other, to the

archipelago, to the region, to BC, to Canada, and globally.
The Gulf Islands may have drifted apart nowadays but we

do have the power of print, phones and the internet and, with
Gabriola’s initiative to create a group of small-boat skippers,
coming together is glorious. 

There is obviously a hunger for face-to-face. Why is that? I
think it’s because we like to see one another embedded in our
Salish Sea environment, in our common setting.

Getting There
Montague Provincial Park
provided the two camping
overnights for gatherers, some who
arrived by ferry, and many by small
boat, the smallest being Burtt
Fidler’s rowboat Luoma Loon,
which he rowed from Gabriola!
Some Salt Spring Islanders also
used human-power, kayaking
across Trincomali Channel. Peter
Binner sailed a Pender crew over,
Robb Zuk brought another.
Gabriola skippers Mark Shaw and
Gerry Ellins brought the rest of the
Gabriola contingent. Brian Deard0n and Ian Dow skippered
crews from Mayne.

Talking There
Ed Andrusiak and Mike Hoebel kicked off Wednesday morning,
talking about the need for economic development on Galiano.
They talked about the ‘export’ economy requiring higher speed
broadband and better cellphone connections on the Island. Ed
saw education and biking adventures, through a web of
connector trails from the Trans Canada Trail, as key
components. Commenting, Fred Apstein talked about plans for

Present and future, together – Christa Grace-Warrick

The Water System Experts 
Since 1972

Authorized BC Distributor
www.vanislewater.com

Your Island Dealers
Windsor Plywood Slegg Lumber Streamline Plumbing

Peter Clarke 250.537.5564 Marc Rasmussen 250.537.4978 Jay Bourdin 250.653.2026

Schooner Point Electric
Paul Barber 250.629.3935

Earthsmart Solutions
Kurtis Rentz 250.228.5511

Ultraviolet (UV) water disinfection is a proven, affordable, 
environmentally friendly technology that can help to ensure the 

safety of your water supply.

www.uvdynamics.com

[while] on the other side was a democratic
movement that sought to develop new
approaches to the public good.’

Canada was created, in large part, out of the
extraordinary friendship between these two
men, a friendship that crossed cultural,
linguistic and religious lines. Thanks to their
ability to resist the mob violence of the times
with the power of nonviolence, Canada was
almost the only country which was able to
continue with responsible government in the
years following the ‘democratic spring’ of 1849.

Where do I see the ‘loyalty to an
unprecedented idea of complexity, which in
turn meant that everyone, leaders in particular,
would have to discipline themselves through
restraint’ in today’s Canada? 

Without a doubt, Elizabeth May is the
politician who comes to mind first. She shows
us how to resist the bullying of the Harper
regime with the fundamental tools of
nonviolence: an ability to listen to all points of
view, to do huge amounts of solid research and
to share the conclusions of that listening and
research. Her commitment to the public good,
rather than personal or partisan success, is
exemplified by inviting a former NDP MP, now
Independent, Bruce Hyer, and another
wonderful person, Stéphane Dion, to speak at
the Green Convention. I am sure all three would
heartily agree with something Dion once said to
a friend, who was wondering if the work had
been worth it: ‘It is never a waste of time when
you are doing the right thing’.

I am currently reading Helen Forsey’s book
about her father, the late senator and
constitutional expert, Eugene, another person
who embodied the quintessential Canadian
ideal. His friendships and allegiances crossed

party and linguistic lines; he was ‘too radical to
be a good Conservative and too conservative to
be a good radical, too partisan to be independent
and too independent to be a good party man’.
Helen wrote the book as a ‘portable package of
his gifts’ to help people deal with the ‘perennial
issues that face our country and our world’.
Following his example of integrity and
participatory citizenship, she says, would be
paying him the best tribute his spirit could wish.’

I must also mention the new pro-public
good movement, Leadnow, and its youthful
leadership. It has gone beyond merely
providing an online voice for people working
towards a better world, by encouraging its
members to get together to discuss issues. Their
model embraces complexity and invites us to
learn from each other and our differences.
There is another powerful youth-led movement
in Canada, the ‘Casseroles’ or ‘Printemps
d’érable/Maple Spring’ movement in Quebec.
(See ‘Our revolution of love, hope and
community’ in the June 14 edition of Island
Tides.) 

Surely, if we can build bridges between these
movements, it will help us realize the vision for
Canada that Patrick Brown described so well in
the August 9 Island Tides.

Jan Slakov, Salt Spring Island
Mali Connection

Dear Editor: 
I wanted to express my appreciation for the
article in the August 9 Island Tides by Pené
Hollingworth, ‘The malaise in Historic Mali’.
Many years ago, we were privileged to live and
work for several years in Niger with the Tuareg.
We now get almost daily reports from the area
via a Facebook group; it is very troubling and
sad. Thank you for helping spread awareness
about their situation. We hope for peace there!

LETTERS from page 4

Photo: Christa Grace-Warrick 

It is a complicated situation and difficult to
clarify in a short article. But, while there is
indeed infiltration of the Tuareg
independence movement by ‘Islamic allies’,
the Tuareg people themselves of the new state
of Azawad are suffering under and oppose this
element. I think it is very important not to give
the impression that the Tuareg people as a
whole are in support of of Islamic extremists

imposing Shariah law.  
Many of them have risked their lives to

prevent amputations, beatings and other
destructive actions by these extremists. There
is an excellent website, by a friend of ours,
with informative, current articles and videos
that go into depth much better than I can:
www.tuaregcultureandnews.blogspot.ca. 

Eileen Kaarsemaker, Gabriola Island !

boatbuilding on Gabriola to provide an economic incentive. 
Bob McKechnie talked about initiatives on Gabriola,

particularly the energy audit and solutions to reducing energy
needs. Zorah Staar and Elizabeth White commented that energy
conservation was key, for its own sake and because of the degree
of resilience it creates in island communities. 

Victor Anthony talked about Gabriola’s Green Bikes
initiative. Peter Binner talked about boat moorings, public and
private, derelict vessels, and maintaining wharves for boaters—
a engine crane has been removed from Hope Bay wharf.
Without marine infrastructure, ‘How do you get on and off an
island?’ he said. Mayne Islanders commented that there is no
place to tie-up boats on Mayne and a marina is sorely needed.
Tom Hennessy suggested boat ownership co-ops to get more
people on the water, and went on to talk about Galiano’s
initiative to create an affordable option for homebuilders. 

Kris Krug talked about bringing TED Talks to Galiano.
Christian Nally talked about his community website, Active
Galiano. Derek Masselink talked about the way in which we
come together and initiatives for non-violence, restorative
justice, and transformative governance.

Before taking participants to the beach to tell us about his
rowboat, Burtt Fidler talked about Gabriola’s Save Our Shores
activist group that is opposing oil tankers on the coast. It’s time

for action. He talked
about car flags, bumper
stickers, lawn signs—
even a boat with a huge
‘No Tankers’ sign aboard,
moored by the ferry lanes
in Nanaimo Harbour. At
the mention of bumper
stickers he was
immediately presented
with a left-and-right pair
with ‘No Tankers’ and
‘No Pipelines’ (see
Letters, left).

All day long there was
talking, listening, and pitching in with more ideas. Present were
representatives from Pender Community Transition, Galiano
Land & Affordable Housing Trust, Gabriola Commons, Salt
Spring Transition, Mayne Island Conservancy Society, Southern
Gulf Islands Economic Development Commission, Island
Tides, and Sustain Mayne as well as multi-Islands-minded
individuals, such as the tool-sharpening Tinkerers.

Sustaining us, through the inspiring and mind-changing
sunlit day, was the view northwards of islands upon islands
anchored in our Salish Sea. It was about as good as it gets. !

Photo: Henny Schnare
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Daily until September 16
ArtCraft—fine arts and crafts at BC’s
longest running show: ceramics, fibre
arts, basketry, painting, jewelry, wood
accessories… decorative and
functional, The Best of Salt Spring in

downtown Ganges • 7 days a week • Mahon Hall,
114 Rainbow Road • Info: 250.537.0899,
www.ssartscouncil.com • SALT SPRING 

Every Saturday until Thanksgiving
Pender Islands’ Farmers Market—fresh, local
produce, baked goods, local art, artisan works &
demonstrations, culinary delights; guest speakers on
current topics, buskers, musicians; bring your friends
and family, enjoy lunch or a snack, you never know
what you’ll find or who you’ll meet! • Community Hall
• 9:30am-1pm • Info: www.pifi.ca • PENDER 

Tuesday Evenings, August thru October
Culinary Medicine Series with Certified
Medical Herbalist Chanchal Cabrera & Chef
Joseph Forest—kitchen skills for health &
pleasure • Tuesday Classes: 6-9pm, $60 each or
$150 for 3: Aug 28: Garlic Lover’s Feast; Sep 11:
Spices-A Kitchen Pharmacy; Sep 25: Fall Harvest
Feast • Workshop Sat Oct 13: Wild Foods Feast,
$75 • Innisfree Farm • Info: 250.336.8767,
www.chanchalcabrera.com • COURTENAY

Saturday Nights in August & September
Live Music at Port Browning Marina Pub—the
best music & dancing on Pender! 
Sat Aug 25: Johnny Vallis, the man of many voices; 
Sat Sept 1: Brave New Waves, west coast sound •
4605 Oak Road • No cover, 19+ • Info:
www.portbrowning.com, 250.629.3493 • PENDER

August 23 thru September 2 
26th Annual Victoria Fringe
Theatre Festival—9 venues
packed with 400+ live
international comedy, drama,
live art & spoken-word

performances • Noon to midnight • New Family
Fest Fringe Venue features daily matinees of shows
for children • Sat Aug 25: Fringekids Fest with free
kids shows and activities, 11am-4pm, Market
Square • Info: 250.590.6291,
www.victoriafringe.com • VICTORIA

Saturday, August 25
Ganga Giri—didgeridoo driven
worldbeat-electronica-reggae •
Beaver Point Hall, 1365 Beaver
Point Road • Doors 8pm, 
show 8:30pm • Tickets: $23 in
advance @ Acoustic Planet,

hightideconcerts.net, Salt Spring Books; $25 @ the
door • Info: www.gangagiri.com,
www.hightideconcerts.net • SALT SPRING

Saturday, August 25
Moby’s BEER FEST—
outdoor festival with
unique beer from west
coast breweries, live
music, cash BBQ, fresh-

shucked oysters & appies • Moby’s Oyster Bar &
Marine Grill, 124 Upper Ganges Road • Starts 1pm
and goes all day • Tickets: $10 @ www.mobys.ca
or phone 250.537.5559 • Limited Space, get your
Tix Early! • SALT SPRING

Saturday, August 25
Pender Islands Fall Fair 2012—‘50 Years
Dedicated to Our Community’ • parade, exhibits,
entertainment, food booths, games, beer garden •
Gate open 10am, parade 10:30am, opening
ceremony 11am; BBQ 5pm; dance with PI Jazz
6:30pm • Community Hall • Tickets: suggested
donation $5 • Info: www.pifi.ca, Margaret Alpen,
250.629.6608 • PENDER 

Saturday, August 25
An evening with Richard Cross,
folk musician—come and enjoy a
wonderful organic meal and listen 
to great music! • 7-10pm • Harbour
House Hotel, 121 Upper Ganges

Road • Info: www.saltspringharbourhouse.com 
• SALT SPRING

Saturday, August 25
Galiano Museum 2012 Art Auction—works by
Molly Bobak, Ronaldo Norden, Tish Saunders,
Alistair Ross, and many Galiano artists • Lions Hall
• 2:00pm view, 3:00 auction • Info: 250.539.2444,
250.539.9885 • GALIANO

Sunday, August 26
The Penducky Derby—come and watch the little,
yellow duckies race to the boom at Mortimer Spit;
$1,000 first prize! Watch from the water or the spit;
Library fundraiser • Canal Bridge • 11am • Tickets:
$5 per duck @ the Library or Farmers Market •
PENDER 

Sunday, August 26
Music for a Vanishing
Species—Salt Spring Jazz &
Blues Society presents pianist
Norris Clement, accompanied by
all-star cast of Salt Spring jazz
players; premiere of original music

inspired by themes of migration & environment • All
Saints Anglican Church, Ganges • 4-6pm • Tickets:
$20 @ Acoustic Planet, Salt Spring Books, Stuff &
Nonsense • Info: 250.537.1813 • SALT SPRING

Tuesday, August 28
100.3 The Q FM presents
member of the James Gang
and The Eagles… Joe Walsh
& Band—all ages event, food
vendors, 19+ beer gardens •

Bullen Park (behind Archie Browning Sports Arena)
• Gates open 5:30pm, show 7pm • Tickets:
General Admission $69.50 + s/c; VIP $95.50 + s/c
@ www.hightideconcerts.net, Esquimalt Recreation
Centre, Lyle’s Place, Ditch Records & McPherson
Box Office • Info: 250.386.6121 • VICTORIA

Saturday, September 1
Mae Moore & Lester Quitzau with
Bill Hicks—weather permitting,
show will be outside • Community
Hall • 7:30pm • Tickets: $20 in
advance @ Southridge Farms
Country Store & Talisman Books &
Gallery; $25 @ the door • Info:
www.maemoore.com • PENDER

Saturday, September 1
Winesong: Celebration of Island Music & Island
Wine—music all afternoon, artisan pizzas made
fresh on the barbecue, hot dogs for the kids,
children & pets on leashes allowed, bring a folding
chair or blanket • Morning Bay Winery, 6621
Harbour Hill Drive • Noon-6pm • Admission Free •
Info: 250.629.8351, keith@morningbay.ca •
PENDER

Saturday-Monday, September 1-3
145th Saanich Fair—over 5000 exhibits, 30
added attractions, eating contests, dog and horse
shows, entertainment, midway • Saanich
Fairground, 1528 Stellys X Road • Saturday &
Sunday: 8am-9pm; Monday til 6pm • Admission:
Adults $10/$9, Seniors & Youth (7-13yrs) $7/$6,
Children 6 & Under free • Info: www.saanichfair.ca •
SAANICHTON

September 4 thru 15
Appointments & Town Halls with MP Elizabeth
May—Galiano Sep 4: Meet your MP 1-4pm; Town
Hall 5:30-7pm (Lions Hall); Sidney Sep 6: Town
Hall 7–8:30pm (St Andrews Church); Saturna Sep
7: Meet your MP 11am-5pm (Café); Town Hall
6–7:30pm (Community Hall); Saanich Sep 9: Town
Hall, 6-7:30pm (UVic Strong Bldg, C103); Pender
Sep 10: Meet your MP 2-6pm; Town Hall 7-8:30pm
(Community Hall); Mayne Sep 11: Meet your MP
12-5pm; Town Hall 7-8:30pm (Community Ctr);
Central Saanich Sep 14: Town Hall 6:30-8pm
(Saanich Fairground, 1528 Stelly’s XRoad);
Saltspring Sep 15: Town Hall 7–8:30pm (GISS) •
SALTSPRING, SOUTHERN ISLANDS, SAANICH

Friday-Sunday, September 7-9
Salt Spring PRIDE—Sept 7:
Meet & Greet at Shipstones,
5pm; Panel Discussion, Being
LGBTQ on Salt Spring, 7pm,
Lions Club, 130 Bonnet Ave,

$10; Sept 8: Pride Parade 1pm, meet at Mahon
Hall at noon; Ze Cabaret & Dance Party, 7:30pm,
Fulford Hall, $25 (19+); Sept 9: Unitarian Pride
Service, 11am, 379 Lower Ganges Road; Potluck
Picnic, 1pm onward, Ruckle Park Site 3; Outdoor
Music, 3pm onward, Salt Spring Vineyard, 151 Lee
Road • Info: www.glossi.org • SALT SPRING

Saturday-Monday, October 6-8
16th Annual Gabriola
Thanksgiving Studio
Tour —more than 60
artists will open their
doors to visitors from
around the world;

Gabriola invites art lovers to grab a user-friendly
brochure and make a day of it • 10am-4pm • Free
• Info: www.gabriolaartscouncil.org • GABRIOLA

What’s On? R o u n d  t h e  I s l a n d s

18,000 copies every 2 weeks on 
Vancouver Island & the Gulf Islands!

islandtides@islandtides.com
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Lots of news from Quadra this time, as well as
constituent and economic information on the
Southern Islands!

SGI Constituency
The summer newsletter from Saanich-Gulf
Islands MP Elizabeth May was recently mailed
to constituents, and is also available online. The
theme for this edition is health, in response to
the 33% of survey respondents who selected
this as their preferred topic for the next
newsletter. There is also information about the
riding redistribution, bills tabled in Parliament,
and the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee
Medal Award Ceremony in September, as 30
SGI constituents are to receive the medal! A
web-friendly version is at: elizabethmaymp.ca/
health or follow the link from
www.islandtides.com.
New Economic Commission

The Southern Gulf Islands Economic
Development Commission, enacted last winter
by CRD Bylaw 3803, sets out the creation of
advisory groups for Mayne, Saturna, Galiano
and Pender Islands to work with a
commissioner chosen from each group.

This structure allows for each island to
manage its own economic development
initiatives, while getting the benefit of
collaboration and regional infrastructure.

The past six months has included a process
of identifying interested individuals who would
take the responsibility of chairing the Advisory
Groups and the appointment of commission
members.

The Advisory Chairs are: Richard Blagborne
(Saturna), Brian Crumblehulme (Mayne),
Justin Stephenson (Galiano), Ina Timmer
(Pender). Commission members are: CRD
Director David Howe, John Simpson
(Saturna), Richard de Armond, (Mayne),
Michael Hoebel (Galiano), and Walter Kohli
(Pender). A meeting is scheduled for late
September.
Saving the Heart of Quadra

Quadra Islanders have raised $70,000 in a
matter of months, in a push to contribute
$200,000 to the Province of BC’s purchase of
an exceptional property on north Quadra
Island. The Province signed a deal in May, with
a closing date of late September, to buy 395
hectares that lies like a jigsaw puzzle piece
between existing parks at Octopus Islands and
Small Inlet.

The BC Parks Branch has had this property
on their top-ten acquisitions list for over a
decade. They’re putting together a blend of land
swaps, carbon credits and grants to reach the
agreed purchase price of $6.15 million. Funds
being raised in the community are vital, as a
cogent demonstration of local will.

‘We have a really tight timeframe to work
in,’ says committee member Jeanette Taylor,
‘but this part of the coast is really treasured by
boaters and area residents.’ Very few of people
who hike the trail between Waiatt Bay and
Small Inlet realize, she says, that they’re on
private land. The trail carries on from this
centuries old portage route to the turquoise
blue waters of Newton Lake in Small Inlet Park.

Judy Leicester, who coordinates much of
the volunteer work on Quadra’s vast network

of trails, is proud of the fact that so much has
been raised so quickly, most of it coming from
the grass roots. The committee’s ‘$1,000 Club’
has been especially popular. The first 42 people
to sign up will be treated to a daytrip around
north Quadra Island aboard Mothership
Adventure’s historic boat, the Columbia III. 

The committee is also looking for donations
of $10,000 and up, in platinum, gold and silver
levels, which will be permanently recognized on
a stone cairn in the park. Some may wish to
make such donations in memory of a loved one.

‘People contributing to this purchase,’ says
Leicester, ‘are showing vision. This wilderness
area will take on increasing importance in the
future, as our population rises. Residents now
and in a century from now will thank us for
this,’ she adds, saying the parks on north
Quadra Island link to a coast-wide chain of
protected areas that are prized by boaters. The
parks are also popular with hikers, who can
walk from the end of the road on north Quadra
Island to Newton Lake and Waiatt Bay.

For more information on this project check
the committee’s website, www.quadraparks.ca,
where you’ll find a donor form, or call Judy
Leicester at 250.285.2663. All donations are
welcome. Those at $25 and up are eligible for a
tax receipt from Quadra Island Conservancy
Society, Box 202, Heriot Bay, BC  V0P 1H0. 

Driving Quadra Golf 
Mary Pirie let us know that Quadra Island Golf
Club, on Heriot Bay Road, will celebrate its
official opening on September 1. Professionally
designed, the 3,219 yard course is all a golfer
could hope for: serene, challenging, and with a
dash of mystery and humour. 

Over the past 30 years, there have been
several attempts to create a golf course on
Quadra. None succeeded, until the late Walker
Addison approached a core group of interested
golfers in 2001. He had almost 200 acres of
land on Quadra’s east side, with views of the
water, Cortes Island, and the mainland
mountains. He also had a soft spot for the game
of golf.

The rezoning process took five years, as
numerous environmental studies were done.
Many residents supported the project, but a few
opponents were hard to convince. A covenant
was agreed upon and pledged to protect
wetlands on the golf course property.

Trees were felled and fairways cleared by
volunteers and individuals who agreed to take
shares in the golf course. The 240-yard driving
range was hand-raked and rocks were picked
and hauled in wheelbarrows by volunteers over
many fun and laughter-filled Saturdays. A
professional photographer, who also happened
to be a large equipment operator, not only dug
out stumps and moved earth, he also stacked
large stones here and there along the fairway—
a westcoast mini-Stonehenge. 

Golf course construction requires a great
deal of sand with grains of particular size and
characteristics. As serendipity would have it,
the only sand and gravel business on the Island
possessed sand of just such particularity. This
eliminated the financial burden of bringing in
material by ferry or barge.

250-629-6944
Dri!wood Ctr, Pender Island BC

Gallery Show: Aug 15 to Sept 14
Reception: Sat, Aug 18, 1-3pm
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For the next five years, the core group reformed into a solid
bloc of determined visionaries. Retired engineer and Golf Club
President Keith Remfert steered the project. Even on the
darkest winter days, his truck could be seen parked at the course
entrance. No matter if it was raining sideways, he always found
something to do to inch the project forward. 

The community started to take notice of what was happening
when they drove past the site. Downed trees were offered to
residents as free firewood. Once the paths had been roughed in
and it was safe to be on the property, local residents, many with
their dogs, began to make a habit of walking the property, taking
note of the slow but gradual progress. They saw what had once
been a small pond created by run-off, dredged to create a 20
foot deep basin. This would help irrigate the future course and
reduce the use of the wells. A pipeline from the basin to the edge
of the property was put in and a fire hydrant installed for use by
the fire department should the need ever arise. 

The installer of the top of the line irrigation system was a
young man named Murry Haukeness. Murry had literally
grown up on a small golf course that his family managed and
had worked on the Victoria Golf Club and Bear Mountain. His
personable demeanor, hardwork ethic and degree in turf

management made him the best choice for course
superintendent, and he jumped at the chance.

After a lengthy process, and bad weather that made green
seeding difficult, Canada Day 2012 marked the first day the
Quadra Island Golf Club was open to the public. A number of
Vancouver Islanders had shown up in the previous weeks
hoping to play, so it was no surprise that almost half of the day’s
players came from places like Vancouver, Victoria, Nanaimo,
and even Alberta. Probably the favorite customer review of the
day was ‘Shock and awe!’

At the grand opening on September 1, all nine holes will be
playable. This year, the Rod Clark Memorial Golf Tournament,
which for 30 years has been played on other courses, will finally
be played on home turf. To make the course as accessible as
possible to off-island golfers, a free shuttle will transport ferry
walk-ons to and from the course (arranged when making a tee
time: 250.285.2811). !
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Midweek Specials
Last minute midweek specials!

Check our website every Friday for details!
Don't delay!  Limited availability.
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Wholesale Distributors to Contractors & DIY’s for over 40 years

DOCK BUILDING 
COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES

E-Z BUILD DOCK KIT

MOORING & 
MARKER BUOYS

FOAM FILLED FLOATATION 
MOLDED & CUSTOM

• FLOATATION & FRAME HARDWARE
• LADDERS & BUMPERS
• CLEATS, DECKING & MORE

Designed by your family - Built by ours!

Bruce & Dena Nicholby
Phone: 604-740-2708
Toll Free: 1-888-296-8059

www.wintonglobal.com

This summer, I find myself thinking and thinking, while
living my life with its small beauties and minor
frustrations. What is being thrust upon us? How did we

get to be the recipient of so much frantic energy to pipe oil and
natural gas to our coast by an industry that kills the land in
Canada and abroad in its pursuit of money? I am embarrassed
to say that I feel as if I am suddenly living in a third-world
country. The land I love and revere is being grabbed by some
far-off consortium for their use. 

I read in the Globe & Mail that Calgarians don’t want oil wells
in their city limits and voted successfully to block an application
for drilling. I want that same power to control my destiny. Why
am I constrained to act with respect and reply civilly in the face
of so much greed and deceit? Who will stand for us collectively
and ask intelligent, measured questions? Where did the venue
for discussion disappear to?

I assumed (ever dangerous) that citizens have a voice and an
agreed upon system: democracy. Or was it just never put to the
test with what I cherish? What is my responsible course of
action? I have no answers yet, and I work hard to remain
engaged and vital in my world. 

Observing Osprey & Orcas
Easy to see, from the sidelines off Mill Road and Boot Cove
Road, is a huge osprey nest in the dead crown of a magnificent
Douglas fir. The local human neighbourhood views the comings
and goings and has been watching the pair successfully hatch
and raise two young. Have you ever heard a young osprey calling
for food? Mercy, what a one-note din! Local eagles are also
keeping a close watch on the family; the osprey parents have
been vigorously driving the eagles away from the exposed nest. 

Last week, our family went to East Point to see the new
Saturna Heritage Building, and to play along the seashore.
Summer resident and avid orca enthusiast, Miles Ritter, was at
the Fog Alarm Building while his wife, Margo, was the day’s
docent. Miles announced that the orcas were coming.  

‘Where? Where?’ was the cry from the locals and tourists
assembled at the building. Being able to predict when the
whales are coming is coveted information, especially when one
has guests or visiting children. J Pod has been looking for
salmon at East Point about every third day this summer, but
few of us pay close attention to the tides, water temperatures
and other factors that impact the comings and goings of the
Chinook salmon and therefore the orcas. 

Miles had set up a spotting scope at the Fog Alarm Building
and invited us to have a look. They were in the distance, north of
Tumbo Island, splashing and coming our way, escorted by a
coterie of whalewatching boats. Half an hour later the call came
down the beach, ‘Here they are!’ It was a low tide and the whales
came right between the tip of East Point and Boiling Reef, where
my granddaughter and youngest daughter were standing. 

When we saw them, the whales were lollygagging about,
doubling back in front of the sandstone cliffs and slowly moving
around to the southern side. There were 14 whalewatching
boats, and about 20 of us ranged up and down the shoreline.
What a view we had of one segment of the J Pod family! How

exciting and touching, this glimpse of their lives! My visiting
Kelowna family were besides themselves with delight.

Then, through the narrow pass, with the rest of the pod,
came a mom and the tiniest orca baby I have ever seen! It was

J Pod with the baby born, just south of where we were standing,
24 hours before. The calf, named J49, travels with its mother,
Hy’Shqa J37, its grandmother Samish J14, and its great
grandmother 101-year-old Granny J2. Sissy J12, the great-great
grandmother, died in 1996.

We learned from Athena George, our Park Interpreter and
another great fan of the orcas, that Granny is the leader of J Pod.
Athena conjectures that, like every wise granny, she must know
so much about how her group can succeed in their home waters.
Athena makes a presentation about the orcas every Sunday in
summer, at 3pm at East Point. With data from Parks research
and the Center for Whale Research, she creates a presentation
that is regularly attended by 30 to 50 people. 

So far this summer, K and L Pods have stayed a bit further
north. Last year, the Whale Museum ran a contest to name one
of the 2010 babies born into the K Pod family. The winning
name was Saturna! A female, she is also known as K43. She is
the fifth offspring of Sequim and often seen playing together
with her brother, Rainshadow, while their mother is off hunting. 

J Pod suffered the depredation of 45 members in the 1970s,
when people decided there was a lot of money to be made by
selling killer whales to marine parks. Many died in the capturing
process; most did not live long. The last survivor is Lolita, living
in the Miami Sea Aquarium. Research was started in 1976 to
refute entrepreneurs’ claims that there were lots of whales to be
had and no impact was being made on wild populations.
Research was successful in changing public views about the
acceptability of merchandising of orcas. 

We still know little though, of these mammals who have
language and complex learned behaviors in their lives below the
reflective surface of the mysterious sea. Many studies are being
done around the orcas’ feeding habits, family structure,
stressors, language and life cycles–where do they go in winter? 

Regular observation and photos help us build knowledge of
the lives of the now 86 members of the Southern Residents: J,
K and L Pods. All of the southern pods eat 90% Chinook
salmon. Females share 90% of the salmon they catch with other
members of their family, males much less. 

In summer, when the Chinook return to their home streams
up the Fraser River to spawn, the orcas are here to eat. Chinook
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*Visit www.saltspringcentre.com for details, fall programs,
and to book. Mention this ad for an extra $10 discount!

2-Day Retreat and Wellness Package – Save 30%!
Your 2 night personal retreat includes all meals, asana

classes, and an Ayurvedic treatment at the Chikitsa
Shala Wellness Centre. Book for September and 

save 30%!* Packages start at only $300.  
Fall Retreats - Bring a friend & receive $25 discount!*
Sept 7-9: Yoga Getaway | Sept 21-24: Mysore Ashtanga

Yoga Retreat with guest teacher Melissa Wasserfall

Saturna Notes
salmon populations are governed by sea temperature, the fish
they choose to forage, viability of their home streams, lack of
toxins in the water and predation by humans. The populations
of orca, the local top-of-the-line predators, are governed by the
availability of Chinook and the viability of their waters. 

A quip about the Department of Fisheries is that they
manage best the fishery that has gone extinct; then they can use
hindsight to get successful management strategies in place.
Knowing that we are over-fishing Chinook to the detriment of
the populations that depend on them, knowing that the
Southern Resident orcas are hungry and more stressed by
hunger than by whale boats, are we going to keep doing what
we are doing? 

Off East Point, we see the perfect provocative juxtaposition:
orcas living their lives, so similar in many ways to humans, and
the huge container boats stuffed with stuff—so unlike orcas–
rumbling and creaking through the waters in which they live.
Will we just keep doing the same thing–collecting answers and
stuff–or will we choose to act wisely on the answers we are
always so curious to compile? !

RTI from previous page

Priscilla Ewbank

Photo: Miles Ritter



together and revision its values. It has managed to resuscitate
itself, with the help of local economic development such as niche
marketing of a salmon run from the Copper River, which was
not impacted by the spill.

The dispersant used in the 2010 Deepwater Horizon drill-
rig spill in the Gulf of Mexico did little to help the ‘clean up’,
actually masking the presence of the oil and its toxic
constituents. The dispersants caused a fine spray of micro-
PAHs (polyaromatic hydrocarbons, which are major health
hazards, causing cancer, asthma, hormone, and reproductive
problems) to enter people’s bodies not only through the air but
invisibly from water through the skin. ‘Ultra-fine particles,’
explained Ott, ‘mimic mammal hydrocarbons, and are drawn
into the body, jamming immune system and DNA functions.’

Those were the same hydrocarbons which bonded to the
biofilm on the sand of Prince William Sound, sinking to a depth
of nine inches, whereas the beach clean-up only went down
eight inches. Then, the responders were not allowed to wear
respirators—now standard practice in oil spill response—
because it would look bad in the media. The PAHs have not
gone away, and are still causing major disruptions, despite the

government and industry spin. 
Now, in the Gulf of Mexico up to half the shrimp in some

catches have no eyes or eye sockets. The impact on other
mammals like dolphins and whales continues, while the human
population has received an inadequate $7.8 billion in medical
benefits.

The Enbridge pipeline Kalamazoo River spill in Michigan is
even more problematic, since the ruptured pipeline was
carrying Alberta tar sands dilbit—bitumen diluted with lighter
petroleum products plus other undisclosed chemicals. When
the pipe ruptured, the dilbit separated with lighter compounds
evaporating, causing the lighter PAHs to spread far and wide,
and the heavy tarsands gunk to sink to the bottom of the river,
spreading for 40 kilometres. Human health impacts have not
been recognised by government or industry but suspicious
numbers of deaths at a trailer court close to the spill seem
almost certain to be caused by breathing the air. Community
groups have now begun testing the air for themselves because
of a lack of response from the oil company or government.

In all this, insisted Ott, over and over again, whether 23 years
ago or two, the communities find themselves alone, with ruined
environments, ruined industries, and lingering but
unrecognised personal health impacts. Citizens, she said, are
the victims of ‘lies and betrayal,’ being sacrificed for the
‘economy’. Her response, especially to the issue of the proposed
dilbit pipelines facing BC, is that crisis provides the opportunity

to reorganize, decide what wealth means in your community,
and develop democratically-driven local economies, such as
those championed by the Transition Town movement. ‘Protect
your local wealth with local laws,’ and work for real democracy.
‘We can believe in it. We can work for it. It’s not a goal, it’s a
journey,’ she says.

Riki Ott told the Watershed Sentinel, that the recent upsurge
in organizing activity through the Occupy movement is a
massive opportunity for movement building, with three and
four generations of people coming together for social change.
When asked, she suggested that the role of the experienced
grassroots of the environmental movement now is to help these
‘new recruits’: ‘Empower these folks,’ sharing skills and
historical knowledge.

Ott’s journeys, of over 300 days a year on the road, are driven
by the need to network small communities together, building a
transcontinental movement which will move toward an
economic of community wealth and happiness, and diverse
energy options. It is a journey we will all share, down one branch
of the road or another. Riki Ott said that the question she asked
herself after the Exxon Valdezspill was: ‘I know enough to make
a difference. Do I care enough?’

Many of the almost 200 people at the meeting went home
with the same question resonating for them. !
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An animated film simulating an end-to-end ‘flyover’ of the
proposed Enbridge Northern Gateway pipeline route
illustrates a simplified version of the rugged scenery
traversed by the two travelers of the film On the Line. 

The pipeline route winds gracefully over the green fields
and occasional clumps of trees, snakes over the Rocky
Mountains without encountering any steep slopes or narrow
passes, and wanders across northern British Columbia,
meeting no obstacles. The Coast Range is the scene of two
neat tunnels, and the pipeline route runs down the Kitimat
River valley as if it was Granville Street.

But the real surprise happens after the oil is loaded into a
tanker, which sets out down Douglas Channel. There aren’t
any islands between Kitimat and Hecate Strait! 

The winding, narrow channels, with their obtuse turns,
reefs, and critical passes between the islands have been, so
to speak, laundered into a straight, wide, channel with lots
of room to maneuver even the largest supertanker. The film
is accompanied by a warning that ‘This animation is for
illustrative purposes only. It is meant to be broadly
representative, not to scale.’

Right. The beautification of Alberta and northern BC into
something resembling a miniature golf course might be
justified. 

But the reduction of some of the most dangerous channels
on BC’s coast to an unimpeded straight canal, with all the
islands removed, has to be characterized as
misrepresentation. !
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Compare the Google map of Douglas Channel to the Enbridge version. (Story with thanks to Blog Borg Collective.)

Source: Google Maps Source: www.northerngateway.ca

Enbridge misleads public on tanker route
Patrick Brown On August 14, Geoscience BC announced that Geo Data

Solutions GDS Inc was selected to fly the airborne
magnetic survey for the 2012 Northern Vancouver

Island (NVI) Exploration Geoscience Project. The survey,
expected to start in August, will be flown along northeast-
southwest lines spaced 250 metres apart. Geoscience BC
anticipates being able to release this new data set in early 2013.

The NVI Exploration Geoscience project is designed to
generate new geoscience data for northern Vancouver Island,
including the communities of Campbell River, Port Hardy, Port
McNeill, Alert Bay, Port Alice and Zeballos. This new regional
information will help attract mineral exploration interest and
investment, increase the understanding of the mineral potential,
and provide local First Nations and communities with more
information on the geology in their area. 

Recently announced by Geoscience BC and the Island
Coastal Economic Trust (ICET), up to $530,000 in funding
comes from Geoscience BC, and up to $400,000 from ICET for
a total project budget of $930,000. The Ministry of Jobs,
Tourism and Innovation has also provided support for
stakeholder engagement in the project development phase,
through the Campbell River Regional Economic Pilot initiative.

This is ICET’s first investment in the mining sector. Chair
Phil Kent, noted that, ‘We believe that by building a geoscience
knowledge base, our communities will be able to take a more
strategic approach to economic development in the region. This
new, comprehensive source of information about the mineral
potential of the North Island will enable communities, First
Nations and the private sector to make well-informed decisions
about opportunities for development.’

In addition to the airborne magnetic survey, a stream
sediment geochemical sampling and reanalysis program is
being undertaken. The project will also support two community
awareness sessions on geoscience, mineral exploration and
mining. The first of these short courses is scheduled to take place
on August 28-29 in Campbell River. 

Dr Lyn Anglin, President and CEO of Geoscience BC
commented, ‘The information that this project is collecting will
help to stimulate interest, investment and hopefully job
creation, in the minerals sector on Vancouver Island.’

For updates on the NVI Exploration Geoscience project,
including details on the two-day short course, visit
www.geosciencebc.com/s/NorthernVancouverIsland.asp. !

OTT TALK from page 2

New NVI mining survey

!Did you appreciate this article? Help us afford the news! 
Mail or phone in your contribution today. 250-629-3660
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IslandersAsk E ileen…
Practical advice on matters particular to life on an Island

The Frantic Pace of 
Island Life

Dear Eileen:
I came to the Island to get away from it all.
However, I find I’m busier than I ever was,
facing deadlines for the fall fair exhibits, the
quilting show, the pre-school grant
application (and I don’t even have any young
children). I’m always going out to things and
the garden is so demanding. How can I get
things under control?                  

Laid-back Wannabe on Waugh
Dear Wannabe:
I fear you have fallen victim to the urge to
socialize. At the root of it is an urge to make a
difference while having a good time doing so,
not to mention the loneliness that sets in
without city traffic noise. And how to refuse a
new friend desperate for help with the
pancake breakfast?

Well now, you are in a pickle! Balance is
the key. First you must look at the urges that
led you to this: to make a difference, to have
fun, the urge for human company. The key is
how to best satisfy them without feeling you
are back in the rat race. 

It is also important to recognize that
everyday tasks, like fixing the well pump, take
longer on the Islands. And you may have to
face the steep learning curve of doing them
yourself. Those eons of time stretching before
you when you arrived were a mirage. 

Despite the companionship, bow out of
some groups. Try inviting the people you
really click with for tea. This, of course, leads
to turning your retreat home into a public
place (with the necessary house cleaning)—
take care.

Always count to 1,000 before saying
‘yes’—better yet, sleep on it until the urge for
a social Wednesday evening passes. You can
always plead all the other things you have to
do to give you time to refuse. The phrase ‘I
would but…’ should always be on your lips.
Luckily, face-to-face invitations to help out
often come when gathered in groups, giving
you a way to wriggle away to the post office. 

When people ask how you are, always

begin by rolling your eyes and saying, ‘Too
busy…’ even if you have just spent the
morning in bed reading a novel. Never admit
to indolence. 

Do not fear losing friends by refusal—
there will always be another event, meeting,
task, cause—another opportunity to adjust
the tempo of your social life. You can drop out
and drop back in.

Learn to love chainsaws, weed whackers,
and small motors in general. They are a sign
of human life that will comfort you but to
which you needn’t—can’t—respond. A simple
cheery wave to the operator will earn you
undying friendship at a distance, as it’s
obvious you wouldn’t be so two-faced as to
turn him in to the noise bylaw inspector—
would you?

The garden is a good one if you are
peopled-out. However gardening comes with
so many imperatives that must be considered
carefully. Learn to lower your standards, visit
plant shops rarely, simply rearrange the
plants you already have. Plant only drought-
tolerant and deer-proof plants, learn to enjoy
long grass and wildflowers. Confine your
annuals to hanging baskets and remember
one is as effective as ten—and far less work.
Yard-work can be cut year-by-year by refining
your almanac of the most effective time to do
things—and stick to it. 

Attend plays, concerts, markets—these are
great sources of multiple, quick human
interactions. And don’t forget the singles table
at the pub (you could always pretend you are
not a couple) as a potential hub of human
contact without strings, not to mention a
good source of impromptu parties—the best
kind as everybody is excused cleaning-up in
advance.

I hope that helps; it’s a tricky problem.
And don’t be surprised if once you’ve got
things under control you wistfully remember
the busy days. But don’t worry, it will only
take about three days to get back into the
swing.

Tranquilly yours, Eileen Tides

Eileen invites your queries on Islands’ mores
and etiquette. Email eileen@islandtides.com

UNITING ISLANDS BIG AND SMALL
Did something in this edition:

• inform you?    • pique your interest?   • amuse you?
• make a good contact for you?   • find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?   • make a conversation topic?

• find you a good buy or service?
Voluntary Subscriptions help 

keep all this great news coming!
If you already receive Island Tides in your mailbox, 

pick it up from a yellow box or rack located from Victoria to Campbell River, or read
online, you can show your support by mailing a voluntary subscription of 

$25 + $3 HST = $28 
or amount of your choice to: 

Box 55, Pender Island, BC  V0N 2M0
(Or call with your VISA/MasterCard: 250-629-3660)

Thank You
A heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to everyone who has sent voluntary subscriptions and extra

donations. 
Keep those lovely phone calls, cards, letters and emails coming! 

Chinese oilsands acquisition raises concerns

The proposed purchase of Calgary-based
Nexen Inc, Canada’s 12th-largest
energy company, by the China National

Offshore Oil Company, CNOOC Ltd., for $15.1-
billion (US) should be setting off alarms bells,
stated Green Party Leader Elizabeth May,
Saanich-Gulf Islands MP.

‘This has been described as the largest
takeover by a Chinese company in the world,
so very serious questions must be raised about
the wisdom of such an unprecedented move,’
May stated. ‘We simply cannot allow strategic
energy resources to disappear from Canadian
control at such a rate and level with no real
oversight.’

State-owned CNOOC was the first Chinese
company to make a major acquisition in the
Canadian oil industry when it purchased a 17%
interest in MEG Energy for $150 million in
2005. Then, in 2011, it expanded by acquiring
OPTI Canada for $2.1 billion, giving it 35% of
key assets like the Long Lake oil sands facility.
Nexen controls and operates the remaining
65% of that site.

Foreign control of Alberta’s oil sands has
reached a level that could very well be
worrying, says May. This year, PetroChina
bought out Athabasca Oil Sands Corp’s
remaining 40% stake in the MacKay River–
and became the first Chinese company to have
full ownership of an oil sands project. Last year,
deals included Sinopec’s $2.2 billion purchase
of Daylight Energy Ltd, its purchase of 9% of
Syncrude, and CNOOC’s takeover of OPTI
Canada.

The Nexen mega-deal was announced
almost at the same time as a $1.5 billion
acquisition by China’s top refiner, Sinopec
Corp, of a 49% stake in the North Sea
operations of Talisman–one of Canada’s top oil
and gas exploration companies.

‘Chinese investment in Canada’s oil sands
is not so much about opening new markets in
China for Canadian products as it is about
nationalizing our valuable resources by

Beijing,’ claims May. ‘With investor-state
rules—giving corporations even greater
power—now under negotiation between the
two countries, we may be precluded from
implementing more rigorous regulations.

‘The Prime Minister’s eagerness to
encourage Chinese investments has already led
to gutting of environmental laws in Bill C-38.’

Not all countries are as willing as Canada to
hand over their strategic energy interests, says
May. In the US, a negative reaction forced
CNOOC to withdraw an $18 billion (US) bid for
California-based Unocal Corp. 

‘The Harper Conservatives added the
words ‘national security’ to the Investment
Canada Act in 2009, but so far they have
refused to define it and have rejected expert
advice on the matter,’ said May. ‘They haven’t
even clarified what they consider to be of ‘net
benefit’ to Canada when it comes to selling our
non-renewable assets. 

‘We are losing control over energy
ownership and planning as we court multi-
billion dollar investments from enterprises
intrinsically part of a foreign Communist
government with an appalling human rights
record.’

Anthony Campbell, former head of the
Intelligence Assessment Secretariat of the Privy
Council Office, wrote: ‘The servility of Canada’s
political leaders…to the obvious manipulations
of Chinese strategists who flaunt world trade
and financial market principles and jail
democracy-promoting authors for 10-year
terms is a national disgrace.’

Noting also that a Harris-Decima survey
showed that 90% of Canadians oppose Chinese
companies gaining a controlling interest in or
completely taking over a Canadian-owned
company, May called for a public inquiry into
the Nexen purchase and the status and future
of foreign interests in the oil sands.

‘I know I’m not alone as I voice my
concerns,’ May concluded. ‘This reckless sell-
out cannot continue.’ !



residential school era was sobering for our
guests. As the globalized world encroaches, so
grows an appreciation of indigenous practices
and the need to actively sustain languages and
traditions. Pastor Ben presented the elders
with a gift of a traditional broom: Ben
explained that this tool can be wielded as either
a blessing or a curse. So can our charitable
endeavours affect an indigenous community
positively or negatively: it is so critical to ensure
that, as donors, we do not impose a foreign
agenda on the communities with whom we
work. Rather, as Mamello’s tremendously
successful project has shown, supporting

indigenous led projects requires that we
follow the lead of those experts at the

grassroots who carry knowledge
that is many generations deep. 

On a sweltering hot
afternoon at the market, after a
set of ultra-cool sounds by

Sweetwater & Co, Elizabeth May
joined forces with Mamello to

bring attention to Canada’s Access to
Medicines Regime. CAMR is an act which,

should it pass, will allow Canada to export
generic medicines to developing countries such
as Lesotho. Over 120 signatures were collected
on a petition which will circulate until
September, at which time Elizabeth May will
present the petition, in person, to Parliament.
If you have yet to sign, please find a copy at
Apple Photo and another at Salt Spring Books
and add your name to those who support this
life-saving bill. 

Mamello’s work at home is to comfort the
afflicted; as a ‘go-between’ who travels between
two wildly different worlds, I feel like it’s my job
sometimes to afflict the comfortable. We have
so much abundance here on Salt Spring, and a
drive to help one another: nonetheless, it is
very difficult to talk about brutal realities I
witness in Africa. 

People expect so much to hear exclusively
of war, starvation, and corruption when (all too
rarely) the subject of ‘Africa’ comes up in the
mainstream media, that sometimes we tune
out. Participating in Mamello’s project offers
us a way to directly intervene in improving
lives, which is good news indeed. While there
are so many stories to tell involving

turnarounds in the lives of children that have
come into Mamello’s care, there are also stories
of nearly unbearable losses. 

For instance, during Mamello, Ben and
Christopher’s short stay with us, three of their
friends passed away in Lesotho. This is not
unusual in a place where 1/3 of the population
is infected with HIV, but seeing the shock and
sadness each passing brought to our guests
turned AIDS statistics into howling emotion.
One death was a 19-year-old woman who had
been suffering from both HIV and tuberculosis.
Nthabiseng was one of our scholarship
recipients who completed her schooling and
was looking forward to so much that life had to
offer her. The brutality and injustice of her
passing acted like a bucket of ice. A reminder
of the gravity of the situation in which Mamello
carries out her groundbreaking community
work. 

In Africa, on the frontlines of the AIDS
pandemic, people grieve, let go, and carry on
all in the course of a single day, riding a
pendulum that never stops swinging. 

We outsiders, with our many comforts, can
offer a steadying hand, in the form of
investments in projects. Donations for
Mamello and her Phelisanong group can still
be made via Pay Pal at www.phelisanong.com,
or mailed to Glasswaters Foundation, PO Box
595, Campbell River BC V9W 5T9. Even if you
cannot contribute at this time, please lend your
support to legislation to keep third-world
clinics stocked with critical medicines by
signing the petition next time you are in town. 

So many people pitched in to lend their
hands to make this visit worthwhile that it is
impossible to list them all. Indeed, some were
anonymous and others quietly worked away to
ensure that our biggest fundraiser, a salmon
barbecue held at All Saints by the Sea, was
successful. Mamello and Ben will be returning
to Lesotho with a hat full of money to sustain
and extend their feeding program for orphans,
their apple and peach orchards, and their HIV
outreach program. We are enormously grateful
to everyone who has chosen to become a part
of a different kind of African story. 

Full circle: I wrote in these pages two
short weeks ago, from the Skeena
Queen, on my way to collect visitors

from the Victoria Airport. Today, I am sitting
back on the ferry, saying goodbye to our
African guests after their two week sojourn on
Salt Spring. My partner Gary and I travel to
Africa each year to help out in communities
affected by HIV/AIDS; it was so lovely to be
able to be the hosts this time, and bring our two
worlds closer together.

Our bucolic island is a far cry from the
mountains of Lesotho, the small country in
southern Africa from which community leader
Mamello Mokholokoe, pastor Ben
Mokholokoe, and student Christopher
Ranthithi hail. While together we enjoyed the
best that the Gulf Islands summer has to offer;
in alpine Lesotho this week it snowed several
times on the villages where our friends carry
out their work with orphaned, disabled, and
HIV affected children and families. Aside from
escaping the bitter cold temperatures, the visit
was a welcome respite from Mamello and
Ben’s usual 12-16 hour days, spent caring for
80 children with disabilities. 

Salt Springers received our guests with
open arms. In Lesotho, it would be poor
manners indeed to pass anyone on the
pathway, stranger or friend, without stopping
to say hello. People are greeted as ‘mother’,
‘father’, ‘sister’, or ‘brother’, a familiar vibe to
the one on Salt Spring where smiles exchanged
in the street keep our community solid. 

Despite a laid-back pace, Mamello, Ben,
and Christopher’s visit was not quite a holiday;
it’s hard not to get caught up in the hurricane

of activity that our island becomes in August.
We visited farms and galleries, set up displays
in the Tuesday Farmer’s Market and at the
Saturday Market in the Park, and feasted on
salmon, salads, and berries galore with
supporters old and new. It was a pleasure to be
able to present at various island events, hearing
about the work Mamello and Ben are doing to
uplift their community. 

Particularly memorable was the Pecha
Kucha evening. Focused on farm-to-
table experiences of island food
producers, the event provided
plenty of food for thought and a
heaping helping of inspiration
in terms of how to take
agricultural innovations to scale.
The creative format, blending
photos and speaking, offered
Mamello an opportunity to share the
progress of her community fruit orchards.
These types of practical initiatives are
beginning to relieve chronic food shortages and
mitigate the effects of a changing climate in
villages throughout Lesotho’s mountains. 

A visit to the Cowichan elders offered
profound reflections on the value of indigenous
wisdom and the importance of honouring,
caring for, and listening to our elders. Mamello,
Ben, and Christopher were welcomed into the
lodge with traditional drumming and singing,
and shared their own songs before the
gathered band members to enthusiastic
reception. While in Lesotho tribal customs and
languages are still strong, seeing and hearing
how much loss has been suffered by First
Nations people in Canada through the
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‘it would be poor
manners indeed to
pass anyone on the
pathway, stranger or

friend, without stopping
to say hello.’

SCHOOL DISTRICT #64 (Gulf Islands)
District Website: www.sd64.bc.ca/transportation

WATER TAXI SCHEDULE FOR 2012/2013
THE SCHOLARSHIP Route 1
MORNING RUN
Location Depart Location Arrival
Ganges Harbour 0645 Sturdies Bay 0722
Sturdies Bay 0725 Miners Bay 0735
Miners Bay 0737 Ganges Harbour 0827
AFTERNOON RUN
Ganges Harbour 1630 Sturdies Bay 1720
Sturdies Bay 1722 Miners Bay 1728
Miners Bay 1730 Ganges Harbour 1820
Sturdies Bay = Galiano Island                              Miner’s Bay = Mayne Island

THE GRADUATE Route 2
MORNING RUN
Location Depart Location Arrival
Ganges Harbour 0630 Lyall Harbour 0725
Lyall Harbour 0727 Port Washington 0752
Port Washington 0755 Ganges Harbour 0830
AFTERNOON RUN
Ganges Harbour 1630 Port Washington 1710
Port Washington 1712 Lyall Harbour 1732
Lyall Harbour 1733 Ganges Harbour 1835
Lyall Harbour = Saturna Island Port Washington = Pender Island

THE GANGES HAWK Route 3
MORNING RUN
Location Depart Location Arrival
Ganges Harbour 0700 Port Washington 0740
Port Washington 0745 Ganges Harbour 0830
AFTERNOON RUN
Ganges Harbour 1630 Port Washington 1710
Port Washington 1712 Ganges Harbour 1750
Port Washington = Pender Island

Passengers are to be at the dock 5 minutes prior to departure.

SCHOOL DISTRICT #64 (Gulf Islands)
District Website: www.sd64.bc.ca

It’s back to school time!
Tuesday, September 4, 2012

• GULF ISLANDS SECONDARY SCHOOL 250-537-9944
School is open from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. for registration of new students beginning August
20. Pick up of Student Schedule Packages and collection of Student Activity Fees will take
place on Wednesday, August 29 and Thursday, August 30 from 9:15 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. The
Student Activity Fee is $30 for everyone. Students may also purchase a yearbook at this time
for $45 (total for both is $75).  
OPENING DAY ONLY, Tuesday, September 4 will be early dismissal (9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.).  
Principal:  Ms. Judy Raddysh

PHOENIX PLACE PROGRAM 250-537-9944
Classes begin September 4. If you are interested in the services that Phoenix could 
offer your high school aged child, please contact one of the GISS counselors, 
Nia Williams or Tony Marshall at 250-537-9944.

• SALTSPRING ISLAND MIDDLE SCHOOL 250-537-1159
School will be open August 27 to 30, 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. for registration of new students.
OPENING DAY ONLY, Tuesday, September 4, will be early dismissal (8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.).
Parents warmly welcome on Opening Day – PAC representatives will be hosting a ‘Meet &
Greet’.
Principal:  Ms. Keiko Taylor

PLEASE CONTACT THE PRINCIPALS/VICE PRINCIPAL FOR THE FOLLOWING SCHOOLS:
GALIANO SCHOOL Ms. Sue McKenzie 
250-539-2261 Office will be open August 27, 28, 29 and 30 9:00 to 11:00 am. 
                     First day of school, September 4, students will attend from 
                     9:00 to 10:30 a.m.
MAYNE SCHOOL  Ms. Donna Kirkpatrick 
250-539-2371 Office will be open August 27 to 29  9:00 to 11:00 a.m.
                     First day of school, September 4, students will attend from 
                     8:40 to 10:30 a.m.
PENDER SCHOOL Mr. Lyall Ruehlen 
250-629-3711 Office will be open for registrations on August 27 to 30 
                     9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Opening day only, Tuesday, 
                     September 4 will be early dismissal, (8:50 to 10:30 a.m.).
                     All students, including Kindergarten, will begin Tuesday, 
                     September 4.
SATURNA SCHOOL  Mr. Cameron Fraser, Vice Principal
250-539-2472 Office will be open August 22, 23, 24, 27 and 30 10:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
                     Opening day only, Tuesday, September 4 will be early dismissal, 
                     (8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.).

For more information on the StrongStart BC Programs at Mayne, Pender, Saturna and
Galiano Schools, contact the Principals or Vice Principal as listed above.

Guests from Lesotho: update
Andrea Palframan

GUESTS, please turn to next page 
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- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

• DRILLING FOR GEOSOURCE

An Island Family Business for !"
Years!

#$%&&$'!"$'!!! 
()&$)*'$%!)"

www+drillwell+com          
drill@drillwell+com 

FREE!
Scrap Car, Truck,
Bus & Equipment  

REMOVAL
No Wheels?
No Problem!

Medium & large bins
for metal clean-up

also available
Gulf Islands • Victoria

Sooke • Sidney • Duncan
250-744-6842
250-732-4285

MOORINGS

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199/250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net

Dock Chain Inspection 
& Replacement

INSTALLED, SERVICED,
MAINTAINED

ISLANDS BULLETIN BOARD

AUTOMOTIVE

Technical services for

Water Wells
Aquifers

Groundwater

Hy-Geo 
Consulting

(250) 658-1701
information@hy-geo.com

www.hy-geo.com

Dave’s Drilling
& Blasting

Dave 250-537-7481
Callum 250-538-8640

“We don’t stand 
behind our work, 

we stand behind a tree.”

WAHL MARINE LTD.
135 McGill Road

Salt Spring Island

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling
aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats
crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

MARINE SERVICES

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

Close to 
Sidney &  Victoria, 

Ferries &  Airport

Pick-ups arranged

Short & Long Term

Unlimited mileage 
on the Islands

Seniors’ Specials

GSARENTALS
AUTO

Book with the best!
Mention this ad  for discount

HOME AND PROPERTY SERVICES 

BOB BURGESS 
250-246-2155

bob@rainwaterconnection.com
www.rainwaterconnection.com

• harvesting systems
• design • installation
• service

To advertise, call
250-629-3660

18,000 copies
every 2 weeks

FOR LEASE
fernhil l  
c e n t r e

Restaurant 
available for lease at the 

Fernhill Centre, on 
Mayne Island. 

Fully equipped. 
Contact: 604-221-6247

www.islandtides.com

18,000 copies 
every two weeks
Print media works!
Call 250.629.3660

FOR RENT
Pender Island: Modern 2 bedroom,
unfurnished home in Magic Lake.
Low maintenance yard. Includes
fridge, stove, w/d, emergency
generator. Quiet, clean, well kept. No
smokers please. Available now for
long-term. $900/mo. 250.629.6846

In Christopher’s case, he will stay on until
the end of September to tour schools, giving
inspirational talks about how his cerebral palsy
is no barrier to his dreams of becoming a
journalist. In that capacity he is developing his
media skills by interviewing prominent
islanders, and gaining facility on a new iPad
equipped with voice recognition software that
was purchased thanks to contributions from
Rotary Club members. If you have met Chris
and want to become his Facebook friend, he

can be found under Retselisitsoe Ranthithi. I
suspect, having seen what this kid has shown
himself capable of so far, that you will enjoy
following his life’s progress as he documents it
online. 

As they say in Lesotho, Relebohile. We are
grateful to live in a place that has such wide
open arms, and can recognize that while she
carries out her work far from the limelight
enjoyed by other great women, Mamello is one
of the true heroines of the planet. It has been
our honour and pleasure to introduce her to so
many of you. !

FOR SALE
Organic seed garlic. $2.50 per bulb,
plus postage. Fresh from Denman
Landing Produce. Call 250.483.7393
or email perilou@mac.com. 

FOR FUN

Topping /Thinning
Pruning

250.668.2186

Tree Removal

Arborist by Boat 
John Racine

Lot Clearing
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Ship To Shore

Tree Service
Island-to-Island

NEXT DEADLINE Wednesday, August 29  CONTACT Sara or Christa: 250.629.3660, islandtides@islandtides.com
WORD ADS $16+hst (25 words), additional words 25¢ ea  BOXED ADS B&W: $24.50/in+hst  COLOUR: $31.80/in+hst 

DISCOUNTS Prepaid multi-issue series

GUESTS from previous page

If you’re reading this article, please stop
for a moment, close the paper, fold it in
half, and look at the size. It’s eight by 11.5

inches—that’s 92 square inches. 
Now imagine a hen sitting on that paper.

Her average wingspan is 32 inches. If she’s
among the 95% of ‘laying hens’ in Canada, she
lives in a wire cage and never has more than
the size of your newspaper on which to stand.

In fact, Canada’s standards for battery cage
hens stipulate a minimum of just 432 cm2, so
shrink your newspaper by 75% and imagine
her living on that for the 12 or so months of
her miserable existence. 

She can’t groom herself, or flap her wings,
or nest, or perch. The end of her beak has
been cut off so that she and her two to five
fellow hens don’t peck each other to death.
Beaks have extensive nerve supplies, so
debeaking isn’t like trimming your nails; it’s
more like having them ripped out.

This hen never leaves the cage. After
producing about 320 eggs in a year, her
‘productivity’ has usually dropped, making
her less profitable. So she is pulled from her
cage and stuffed in a crate for transport to a
slaughtering facility. She has a one in five
chance of suffering broken bones in this
process, as intensive laying and an absence of
exercise have made her bones weak, and there
is no monetary value in treating ‘spent’ laying
hens with care.

I’m sparing you the even gorier details
because I’d like you to keep reading.

So you’re in the supermarket, looking at
the shelves of clean, neatly packaged eggs.
You scan the prices and buy a dozen for $3.29.

They’re ‘farm fresh’. But if the carton doesn’t
say ‘organic’ or ‘free range’ or ‘free run’, you’ve
just indicated that you support the treatment
I’ve described.

There’s no wiggle room here. Even ‘free
run’ and ‘free range’ chickens don’t
necessarily have any more floor space than
caged chickens, and producers are not
required to provide the hens with nest boxes,
perches, or suitable ground for dust-bathing—
although some do. 

On the Gulf Islands, we fortunately have
the option of buying from people whose flocks
we can meet. But if that choice isn’t available,
the only labels that indicate a good standard
of welfare for the hens are ‘SPCA certified’ and
‘certified organic’.

A lot of people know about battery cages.
So why are 95% of Canadian egg consumers
still buying into such inhumane treatment of
hens?

I think most would cite cost. A dozen
certified organic eggs are about $5.99–$6.99,
so $2.70–$3.70 more than battery hen eggs.
That is the price of a large latte or a pint of
beer. How good would that taste if you were
drinking it next to cages of hens whose misery
yields cheap eggs?

I’m interested to hear your thoughts on
this issue: dania.sheldon@gmail.com. 

The BC SPCA has further information:
www.spca.bc.ca/welfare/farm-animal-
welfare/farm-animals/egg-laying-
chickens.html.

This article first appeared in Vegeteers’
Corner, a feature in Gabriola Island’s Flying
Shingle newspaper. !

How Do You Like Your Eggs? 
Dania Sheldon

Photo: Priscilla Ewbank

Go on! Take a dive! It’s summer!
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Southern Strait marine conservation area: finding balance between people and planet 

Household hazardous waste defined.
Household hazardous waste is any waste from your home that you consider 
to be dangerous or are unsure of. It includes any leftover household 
products that are marked with the following symbols:

Common examples include pesticides, varnishes, paints, cleaners and 
pool chemicals. Please remember this collection is for household waste 
only, no industrial waste from commercial businesses.

For more information call the CRD Hotline 1.800.663.4425  
Email: hotline@crd.bc.ca or visit www.crd.bc.ca

Our natural environment is no place  
for household hazardous waste.
Bring your hazardous waste to the 
Salt Spring Island Recycling Depot
349 Rainbow Road, 11:00 am – 3:00 pm
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conditions. 
The aim is to help maintain healthy,

functioning ecosystems by including the
seabed, the water and all living resources in the
management plan. In comparison to national
parks where the primary goals are
conservation, public understanding,
appreciation, and enjoyment, a NMCA has an
additional goal of ecologically sustainable use. 

The Southern Strait of Georgia is of
particular significance as the marine life found
there is among the most diverse in the world’s

temperate waters. It is highly productive
habitat that supports rich subtidal
communities, lush kelp forests, harbour seals,
killer whales, sea lions, porpoises, seabird
colonies, thousands of invertebrate species,
and the world’s largest octopus, the Giant
Pacific Octopus. Currently, 22 marine species
in parts of the area are either federally
designated as Endangered, Threatened,
Special Concern, or considered high
conservation priority by the BC government.
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Excluded rectangle

Many people are wondering what it will mean
for a National Marine Conservation Area to be
established in the Southern Strait of Georgia.
The boundary proposal, announced last
October, sets out a plan for a 1,400-square-
kilometre area encompassing the waters from
the southern tip of Gabriola Island all the way
south to Cordova Bay, off Victoria. Current
consultations with 19 First Nations, local
governments and the public will influence the
future of this NMCA. 

Have Your Say
The Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society
(CPAWS) recently launched a website,
www.takeactionsouthernstrait.ca, to facilitate
discussion on the National Marine
Conservation Area (NMCA) proposal. An
online form is available to make it easy to send
feedback to Parks Canada and select
politicians.

CPAWS is encouraging comment on
specific aspects of the proposal, particularly the
plan to establish the NMCA in phases, and the
exclusion of a large rectangular area on the
eastern border of the proposed area. 

Build It In Phases?
The NMCA may be established in phases to to
‘allow governments, First Nations,
stakeholders and the public to develop
experience working collaboratively to manage
the complex issues that exist in this area’, states
the Spring 2012 Project Update. The first phase
might be established as a core section of about
800 square kilometres surrounding the Gulf
Islands National Park Reserve and the
remaining area would be designated at a later,
unspecified date. CPAWS is encouraging
implementation of the entire conservation area

all at one time, to ‘ensure protection of this
important ecosystem’. 

‘Bigger Is Better’
The second consideration to which CPAWS is
drawing special attention is the rectangular
area northeast of Galiano and Valdes Islands
(pictured below). This area was removed in
order to ‘minimize the overall size of the NMCA
reserve, while ensuring protection for key
ecological features representative of the Strait
of Georgia.’ CPAWS believes that this
rectangular area should be included because
‘bigger is better when it comes to conservation’. 

Other excluded locations are those with
high concentrations of commercial and
industrial uses, including: Sidney, Swartz Bay,
Brentwood Bay, Mill Bay, Ganges Harbour,
Maple Bay, Crofton, Chemainus, Ladysmith,
Telegraph Harbour, and portions of Cowichan
Bay. Tenures excluded from the proposed
boundary are ferry terminals, marinas,
sewer/effluent lines, and all commercial and
industrial tenures, except for shellfish
aquaculture. There would be a 200-metre
buffer around the excluded tenures to allow for
possible future tenure expansion or changes in
location.

Human Activity & Ecology
Fishing, shipping, marine transportation,
utility corridors, recreation, and tourism
activities continue in a National Marine
Conservation Area, but with an emphasis on
conservation-oriented management practices.
Traditional food, social and ceremonial
harvesting by First Nations peoples also
continues. Oil and gas exploration and
development, and mining are not allowed;
ocean dumping is only allowed under certain

A National Approach
The Canada National Marine Conservation
Areas Act, passed in 2002, sets out the
framework for the establishment and
management of a system of national marine
conservation areas.
The National Marine Conservation Areas
system plan divides Canada’s Pacific, Arctic
and Atlantic Oceans and Great Lakes into 29
marine regions. Parks Canada’s goal is to
represent each of these distinct marine regions
with a national marine conservation area. Five
of the marine regions are found in BC; the
Gwaii Haanas National Marine Conservation

Area Reserve and Haida Heritage Site,
established in 2010, was the first one, and
protects a 3,500-square-kilometre section of
the Hecate Strait and Queen Charlotte Shelf
natural marine regions.

Once it is fully in place, Parks Canada says
a national system of NMCAs will collectively
protect examples of Canada’s marine heritage. 

To send your feedback, visit
www.takeactionsouthernstrait.ca, email
straitofgeorgianmca@pc.gc.ca, or write to
Parks Canada, Southern Strait of Georgia, 300-
300 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC, V6B
6B4.!

CONTINUES, below

Breakthrough could boost electric car range
The price of electric vehicles could drop
dramatically in the next couple years, if
California-based Envia Systems has some luck
with a breakthrough technology on which it is
working. 

With backing from General Motors, the
company expects to significantly increase the
amount of energy that a small lithium-ion
battery can hold. 

‘I think we’ve got better than a 50-50 chance
to develop a car that will go 320 kilometres on
a charge,’ said GM CEO Dan Akerson. ‘That
would be a game changer.’

GM’s current electric car, the Chevrolet Volt,
goes about 56km on a charge and has a small
gas motor that generates power to keep the car
going after that. Tesla Motors’ Model S can go
up to 480km, but it has a larger battery and can
cost more than twice as much as a Volt.
Nissan’s Leaf and Ford’s Focus both claim
ranges of around 120km, but that can vary with
temperature, terrain and speed.

Envia’s rechargeable lithium-ion cell hit a
record high for energy density this year. The
new battery could slash the price of electric
vehicles by cutting the battery cost in half. !


